NOVEMBER IS
NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE MONTH

STREAMING DOCUMENTARIES AND FILMS

**A Good Day to Die** chronicles a movement that started a revolution. By recounting the life story of Dennis Banks, the Native American who co-founded the American Indian Movement (AIM) in 1968 to advocate and protect the rights of American Indians, the film provides an in-depth look at the history surrounding AIM’s formation.

**Native Voices—American Passages: A Literary Survey** explores that richness by introducing Native American oral traditions through the work of three contemporary authors: Leslie Marmon Silko (Laguna Pueblo), Simon Ortiz (Acoma Pueblo), and Luci Tapahonso (Navajo).

**Home From School** follows the difficult journey of Soldierwolf and tribal elders as they delve into the history of Indian boarding schools, patch together the historic record and personal stories of the relatives who were shipped away, and, finally, travel to Carlisle to reunite with, and ultimately retrieve, the lost children of their tribe.

**New World Rising: Native America** reveals Native American cultural continuity in the face of genocidal warfare and history's worst demographic devastation. Native Americans tap 10,000 years of beliefs to fight and survive the forces of Conquest.

BOOKS AND EBOOKS

**An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States**
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz

**Indians of California: The Changing Image**
James J. Rawls

**I Am Where I Come From: Native American College Students and Graduates Tell Their Life Stories**

FLIPSTER MAGAZINE

**Native Max**
THERAPY DOGS ARE BACK!

Date: Wednesday, Dec. 7th
Time: 12:00 to 1:00
Where: At the front of the Library

School got you stressed? Worried about finals? We're here for you! Come to the Cañada Library for some much needed relaxation and canine therapy! We've partnered with the Peninsula Humane Society and SPCA to bring dogs just for you (well, we love them, too!). These pups are specially trained to help you relax. You can pet them, talk to them, and help them do their job by showing up stressed and leaving in a great mood!
FINALS ARE COMING!

Need help finding articles or resources? Concerned about formatting? 

**Ask a Librarian!**

Make an appointment [here](mailto:canlibrary@smccd.edu), [chat](mailto:canlibrary@smccd.edu) with us, or just drop in!

---

**Fall 2022 Library Workshops**

To sign up for a workshop [click here](mailto:canlibrary@smccd.edu).

- Google Slides
- Drop-in Citation Help
- Easy Citations with MyBib
- APA Workshops
- MLA Workshops
- Finding Scholarly Articles

---

Have a laptop, ChromeBook, or portable hotspot?

Return your library technology to the Cañada library before the end of the semester.

Questions? Email canlibrary@smccd.edu